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We the People
-This book reveals a surprising ignorance on the part
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of unelected federal officials regarding the life
circumstances and opinions of average Americans as
well as an attitude of condescension---

American Government
Until very recently, American universities were led
mainly by their faculties, which viewed intellectual
production and pedagogy as the core missions of
higher education. Today, as Benjamin Ginsberg warns
in this eye-opening, controversial book,
"deanlets"--administrators and staffers often without
serious academic backgrounds or experience--are
setting the educational agenda.The Fall of the Faculty
examines the fallout of rampant administrative blight
that now plagues the nation's universities. In the past
decade, universities have added layers of
administrators and staffers to their payrolls every
year even while laying off full-time faculty in
increasing numbers--ostensibly because of budget
cuts. In a further irony, many of the newly
minted--and non-academic--administrators are career
managers who downplay the importance of teaching
and research, as evidenced by their tireless advocacy
for a banal "life skills" curriculum. Consequently,
students are denied a more enriching educational
experience--one defined by intellectual rigor.
Ginsberg also reveals how the legitimate grievances
of minority groups and liberal activists, which were
traditionally championed by faculty members, have,
in the hands of administrators, been reduced to chess
pieces in a game of power politics. By embracing
initiatives such as affirmative action, the
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administration gained favor with these groups and
legitimized a thinly cloaked gambit to bolster their
power over the faculty.As troubling as this trend has
become, there are ways to reverse it. The Fall of the
Faculty outlines how we can revamp the system so
that real educators can regain their voice in
curriculum policy.

Intermediate Microeconomics with
Calculus: A Modern Approach
Originally published in 1991. A collection of essays
around the Soviet Unions breakdown with East
Germany, Hungary and other nations breaking away
from its domination since World War II.

The American Lie
Politics is relevant and participation matters.

American Government
Get students thinking critically about California
politics.

American Coup
This book explores how American
presidents--especially those of the past three
decades--have increased the power of the presidency
at the expense of democracy.

Political Science Page
Essentials
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Hope, Not Fear shares the wisdom we all need to
come to terms with death. .

Congress
Politics is relevant. We the People is the best text for
showing students that politics is relevant to their lives
and that political participation matters—especially in
the digital age. New coauthor Caroline Tolbert brings
expertise in political behavior to deep revisions of key
chapters, and new Digital Citizens boxes highlight the
role of new media in politics.

What Washington Gets Wrong
Politics is relevant. The best text for showing students
that politics is relevant to their lives and that political
participation matters—especially in the digital age.
New coauthor Caroline Tolbert brings expertise in
political behavior to deep revisions of key chapters,
and new Digital Citizens boxes highlight the role of
new media in politics. The nine chapters on Texas
politics have been thoroughly updated and include
several new Who Are Texans? infographics to engage
visually oriented students.

Hope, Not Fear
Emphasizing the relevance of politics and government
in everyday life, We the People, Seventh Edition,
continues to provide tools to help students think
critically about American government and politics.
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American Politics Today (Third Essentials
Edition)
"Abbie Hoffman, Yippie non-leader, notorious dope
addict and up-and-coming rock group (the WHAT), is
currently on trial with seven others for conspiracy to
incite riot during the Democratic Convention. When
he returned from the Woodstock Festival he had five
days before leaving for Chicago to prepare for the
trial. Woodstock Nation, which the author wrote in
longhand while lying upside down, stoned, on the
floor of an unused office of the publisher, is the
product of those five days. Other works by Mr.
Hoffman include Revolution for the Hell of It and Fuck
the System, which he describes as a "tender love
epic"."-- Back cover.

We the People and a Guide to the United
States Constitution
Content instructors trust—in a low-priced, very brief
text We the People is the best text for showing
students that politics is relevant to their lives and that
political participation matters—especially in the digital
age. Based on the full-length text, this low-priced,
very brief text offers authoritative coverage of the
core topics in American politics. New coauthor
Caroline Tolbert brings expertise in political behavior
to deep revisions of key chapters, and new Digital
Citizens boxes highlight the role of new media in
politics.

Politics and Jobs
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All the tools students need to understand American
politics—in a briefer text. American Politics Today
helps students understand the debates and
controversies that they encounter in the news by
emphasizing conflict and compromise as natural parts
of politics. The Essentials Edition includes all the
learning tools from the full book—including highly
visual “How It Works” infographics and an approach
organized around Chapter Goals—in a text that is
30% shorter.

Conversations with RBG
Politico Magazine’s chief political correspondent
provides a rollicking insider’s look at the making of
the modern Republican Party—how a decade of
cultural upheaval, populist outrage, and ideological
warfare made the GOP vulnerable to a hostile
takeover from the unlikeliest of insurgents: Donald J.
Trump. The 2016 election was a watershed for the
United States. But, as Tim Alberta explains in
American Carnage, to understand Trump’s victory is
to view him not as the creator of this era of
polarization and bruising partisanship, but rather as
its most manifest consequence. American Carnage is
the story of a president’s rise based on a country’s
evolution and a party’s collapse. As George W. Bush
left office with record-low approval ratings and Barack
Obama led a Democratic takeover of Washington,
Republicans faced a moment of reckoning: They had
no vision, no generation of new leaders, and no
energy in the party’s base. Yet Obama’s forceful
pursuit of his progressive agenda, coupled with the
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nation’s rapidly changing cultural and demographic
landscape, lit a fire under the right, returning
Republicans to power and inviting a bloody struggle
for the party’s identity in the post-Bush era. The
factions that emerged—one led by absolutists like Jim
Jordan and Ted Cruz, the other led by pragmatists like
John Boehner and Mitch McConnell—engaged in a
series of devastating internecine clashes and
attempted coups for control. With the GOP’s internal
fissures rendering it legislatively impotent, and that
impotence fueling a growing resentment toward the
political class and its institutions, the stage was set
for an outsider to crash the party. When Trump
descended a gilded escalator to announce his run in
the summer of 2015, the candidate had met the
moment. Only by viewing Trump as the culmination of
a decade-long civil war inside the Republican
Party—and of the parallel sense of cultural,
socioeconomic, and technological disruption during
that period—can we appreciate how he won the White
House and consider the fundamental questions at the
center of America’s current turmoil. How did a party
obsessed with the national debt vote for trillion-dollar
deficits and record-setting spending increases? How
did the party of compassionate conservatism become
the party of Muslim bans and walls? How did the party
of family values elect a thrice-divorced philanderer?
And, most important, how long can such a party
survive? Loaded with exclusive reporting and based
off hundreds of interviews—including with key players
such as President Trump, Paul Ryan, Ted Cruz, John
Boehner, Mitch McConnell, Jim DeMint, and Reince
Priebus, and many others—American Carnage takes
us behind the scenes of this tumultuous period as
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we’ve never seen it before and establishes Tim
Alberta as the premier chronicler of this political era.

How to Draw People
A reader to accompany Ginsberg and Wagner Hill's
Congress: The First Branch This reader offers an
examination of such topics as congressional elections,
the internal structure of Congress, the legislative
process, Congress and the president, and Congress
and the courts. It is designed to accompany the
course text Congress: The First Branch, which
introduces Congress as America’s most democratic
institution. Based more on the history of the branch
than on its modern applications, this volume is
essential for students utilizing the main text and
studying Congress at large.

The Fatal Embrace
Argues that the Jews played a major role in the defeat
of Nazi Germany, showing how they resisted in four
key ways: through their leadership role in organizing
the defense of the Soviet Union, their influence and
scientific research in the United States, their
contribution to allied espionage and cryptanalysis and
their importance in European resistance movements.

Notorious RBG
In her own words, Ruth Bader Ginsburg offers an
intimate look at her life and career, through an
extraordinary series of conversations with the head of
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the National Constitution Center. This remarkable
book presents a unique portrait of Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, drawing on more than twenty years of
conversations with Jeffrey Rosen, starting in the
1990s and continuing through the Trump era. Rosen,
a veteran legal journalist, scholar, and president of
the National Constitution Center, shares with us the
justice’s observations on a variety of topics, and her
intellect, compassion, sense of humor, and humanity
shine through. The affection they have for each other
as friends is apparent in their banter and in their
shared love for the Constitution—and for opera. In
Conversations with RBG, Justice Ginsburg discusses
the future of Roe v. Wade, her favorite dissents, the
cases she would most like to see overruled, the
#MeToo movement, how to be a good listener, how to
lead a productive and compassionate life, and of
course the future of the Supreme Court itself. These
frank exchanges illuminate the steely determination,
self-mastery, and wit that have inspired Americans of
all ages to embrace the woman known to all as
“Notorious RBG.” Whatever the topic, Justice Ginsburg
always has something interesting—and often
surprising—to say. And while few of us will ever have
the opportunity to chat with her face-to-face, Jeffrey
Rosen brings us by her side as never before.
Conversations with RBG is a deeply felt portrait of an
American hero.

Burdens of Freedom
Peering into the city's 300-odd neighborhoods, this
fascinating account holds up a mirror to Baltimore,
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asking whites in particular to reexamine the past and
accept due responsibility for future racial progress.

We the People: An Introduction to
American Politics (Ninth Essentials
Edition)
REA’s Essentials provide quick and easy access to
critical information in a variety of different fields,
ranging from the most basic to the most advanced. As
its name implies, these concise, comprehensive study
guides summarize the essentials of the field covered.
Essentials are helpful when preparing for exams,
doing homework and will remain a lasting reference
source for students, teachers, and professionals.
Political Science covers the major political
developments that have shaped the American
government today. Includes ancient theories such as
Secularism, and modern theories such as Marxism.
This book also explains the principles of the
constitution and the structure of the American judicial
system. Also reviews international relations such as
international law and foreign policies. An excellent
source book for political studies.

The Fall of the Faculty
Federal broadband policy has largely ignored urban
areas, where most Americans live. Using an original
and unprecedented multi-level analysis of access and
use in low-income neighborhoods, Digital Cities tells
the story of information technology use and inequality
in American cities and metropolitan areas. With
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original data and detailed analysis, this book helps us
understand the oft-overlooked urban "digital divide"
and what can be done to fix it.

Governing California in the Twenty-First
Century
Politics is relevant and participation matters.

American Carnage
From Google's chief economist, Varian's best-selling
intermediate microeconomics texts are revered as
some of the best in the field. And now students can
work problems online with Smartwork5, Norton's
online homework system, packaged at no additional
charge with the Media Update Editions. In addition to
online homework, the texts now include four-color
graphs and new interactive animations.

The British Constitution: A Very Short
Introduction
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Featured in the
forthcoming documentary, RBG “The authors make
this unassuming, most studious woman come pulsing
to life. . . . Notorious RBG may be a playful project,
but it asks to be read seriously. . . . That I responded
so personally to it is a testimony to [its] storytelling
and panache.”— Jennifer Senior, New York Times
Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg never
asked for fame—she has only tried to make the world
a little better and a little freer. But nearly a halfPage 11/23
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century into her career, something funny happened to
the octogenarian: she won the internet. Across
America, people who weren’t even born when
Ginsburg first made her name as a feminist pioneer
are tattooing themselves with her face, setting her
famously searing dissents to music, and making viral
videos in tribute. Notorious RBG, inspired by the
Tumblr that amused the Justice herself and brought to
you by its founder and an award-winning feminist
journalist, is more than just a love letter. It draws on
intimate access to Ginsburg's family members, close
friends, colleagues, and clerks, as well an interview
with the Justice herself. An original hybrid of reported
narrative, annotated dissents, rare archival photos
and documents, and illustrations, the book tells a
never-before-told story of an unusual and
transformative woman who transcends generational
divides. As the country struggles with the unfinished
business of gender equality and civil rights, Ginsburg
stands as a testament to how far we can come with a
little chutzpah.

Presidential Power
Woodstock Nation
Based on the full edition of American Government:
Power and Purpose, this brief text combines concise
and up-to-date coverage of the central topics in
American government with compelling critical
analysis. Offering an array of learning tools, the 2008
Election Update Edition uses a refined pedagogical
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apparatus to help students approach politics and
government analytically. KEY FEATURES o More
flexibility to assign supplementary readings. The Brief
Tenth edition is the perfect choice for instructors who
want the flexibility to assign readings that go beyond
the textbook. Access to the Norton American Politics
Online Reader is free with each new copy, offering an
affordable way to provide students with a range of
readings to complement the textbook. Special
package prices are also available with Norton's other
readers in American government, The Enduring
Debate and Faultlines. o More, and more thoughtful,
pedagogy than other brief texts. Several helpful
features appear in each chapter to help students
learn and review. New 'Analyzing the Evidence' units
use bold graphics to show students 'how we know
what we know' about certain political phenomena.
'Core of the Analysis' boxes on the first page of every
chapter preview the chapter's analysis. 'In Brief'
boxes are unique to the brief edition and at least one
appears in each chapter. The boxes summarize
fundamental material in the chapter and have proven
invaluable in preparing for exams, according to
reviewers. 'Key Terms' are boldface in the text and
defined in the margin. Numerous figures and tables
appear in every chapter. New single-column design is
easier to read. Online reader icons next to citations
indicate works that are represented in the Norton
American Politics Online Reader. STUDENT
RESOURCES The Norton American Politics Online
Reader American Government draws on
contemporary research and key scholarship to
present the field as political scientists understand it
today. The Norton American Politics Online Reader
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includes over 100 important recent articles and
foundational works cited in American Government.
Perfect for supplementary reading assignments and
special projects, an icon next to the citation in the
text indicates that a reading is available in the online
reader. Student StudySpace The StudySpace student
Web site reinforces the analytical framework of
American Government in a proven, task-oriented
study plan. Each chapter is arranged according to the
effective Organize, Learn, and Connect pedagogy: o
Organize-This section contains: o Progress Reports to
help students organize their study time. o Chapter
Summaries and Outlines that help students prepare
for readings and tests. o Links to the ebook, which
integrates online review materials with the book. o
Learn-This section contains: o Diagnostic Quizzes that
help students study for midterms and finals. o
Vocabulary Flashcards that reinforce knowledge of
key terms presented in the text. o Connect-This
section contains: o Politics in the News RSS Feed-A biweekly RSS feed of New York Times articles,
annotated by Paul Gronke (Reed College) helps
students keep up-to-date with the latest political
news. o Analyzing the Evidence Exercises-These
interactive exercises are based on the new 'Analyzing
the Evidence' units in the text, which explain the
significance of the data and the basic methodology
that political scientists use to analyze the data
INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES PowerPoint Lecture Slides,
Test Bank and an Instructor's Manual.

The Worth of War
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Baltimore
A fresh, accessible perspective on the fundamentals

The Rise and Decline of Faculty
Governance
This timely and important new work takes a critical
look at government in the American states and
illustrates the disconnect between state government
institutions and their constituents. The text
illuminates three basic political problems of state
governments: weak constitutional and institutional
foundations; a lack of civic engagement; and long
histories of unchecked public corruption. In addition,
the book explains why some states did and others did
not respond promptly to the COVID-19 pandemic and
examines America's long-standing problem of police
and prosecutorial misconduct–providing a context for
understanding the demonstrations and protests that
rocked American cities in the summer of 2020. For
students and citizens of state politics, the book
concludes with a proposal aimed at civic literacy and
action

Schooling for All
A stunning exploration of the subtle erosion of
freedom in an age of concocted fear and de facto
military authority. When we think of a military coup,
the first image that comes to mind is a general,
standing at a podium with a flag behind him,
declaring the deposing of elected leaders and the
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institution of martial law. Think again. In AMERICAN
COUP, William Arkin reveals the desk-bound takeover
of the highest reaches of government by a coterie of
"grey men" of the national security establishment.
Operating between the lines of the Constitution this
powerful and unelected group fights to save the
nation from "terror" and weapons of mass destruction
while at the same time modifying and undermining
the very essence of the country. Many books are
written about secrecy, surveillance, and government
law-breaking; none so powerfully expose the truth of
everyday life in this state of war.

Do Elections Matter?
Anti-Semitism is on the rise. And organized antiSemitism is moving from the fringes to the center of
public life. Now Ginsberg puts the new anti-Jew
feelings under the powerful microscope of history and
documents the uses of organized anti-Semitism on
the national political agenda.

We the People: An Introduction to
American Politics (Ninth Texas Edition)
Measures for African-Americans. Highlighting the
limited capacities of the American national state,
employment policy also attracted charges of waste,
fraud, and corruption. By the 1970s, antipathy to the
federal government and racial antagonism dominated
the politics in this field, and any ideas for new
programs quickly became entangled with preexisting
problems.
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We the People: Texas Politics
Politics is relevant and participation matters.

American Government
The Rise and Decline of Faculty Governance is the
first history of shared governance in American higher
education. Drawing on archival materials and
extensive published sources, Larry G. Gerber shows
how the professionalization of college teachers
coincided with the rise of the modern university in the
late nineteenth century and was the principal
justification for granting teachers power in making
educational decisions. In the twentieth century, the
efforts of these governing faculties were directly
responsible for molding American higher education
into the finest academic system in the world. In
recent decades, however, the growing complexity of
"multiversities" and the application of business
strategies to manage these institutions threatened
the concept of faculty governance. Faculty shifted
from being autonomous professionals to being
"employees." The casualization of the academic labor
market, Gerber argues, threatens to erode the quality
of universities. As more faculty become contingent
employees, rather than tenured career professionals
enjoying both job security and intellectual autonomy,
universities become factories in the knowledge
economy. In addition to tracing the evolution of
faculty decision making, this historical narrative
provides readers with an important perspective on
contemporary debates about the best way to manage
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America’s colleges and universities. Gerber also
reflects on whether American colleges and
universities will be able to retain their position of
global preeminence in an increasingly market-driven
environment, given that the system of governance
that helped make their success possible has been
fundamentally altered. -- Benjamin Ginsberg, author
of The Fall of the Faculty: The Rise of the AllAdministrative University and Why It MattersLawrence
Poston, University of Illinois at Chicago

Digital Cities
A product of innuendo and rumor, as well as scandal
and media hype, the Jersey Devil enjoys a rich history
involving land grabs, astrological predictions,
mermaids and dinosaur bones, sideshows, Napoleon
Bonaparte's brother, a cross-dressing royal governor,
and Founding Father Benjamin Franklin.

We the People and Governing Texas
Burdens of Freedom presents a new and radical
interpretation of America and its challenges. The
United States is an individualist society where most
people seek to realize personal goals and values out
in the world. This unusual, inner-driven culture was
the chief reason why first Europe, then Britain, and
finally America came to lead the world. But today, our
deepest problems derive from groups and nations
that reflect the more passive, deferential
temperament of the non-West. The long-term poor
and many immigrants have difficulties assimilating in
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America mainly because they are less inner-driven
than the norm. Abroad, the United States faces
challenges from Asia, which is collective-minded, and
also from many poorly-governed countries in the
developing world. The chief threat to American
leadership is no longer foreign rivals like China but
the decay of individualism within our own society. The
great divide is between the individualist West, for
which life is a project, and the rest of the world, in
which most people seek to survive rather than
achieve. This difference, although clear in research on
world cultures, has been ignored in virtually all
previous scholarship on American power and public
policy, both at home and abroad. Burdens of Freedom
is the first book to recognize that difference. It casts
new light on America's greatest struggles. It reevaluates the entire Western tradition, which took
individualism for granted. How to respond to cultural
difference is the greatest test of our times.

We the People: An Introduction to
American Politics (Shorter Ninth Edition
(without policy chapters))
The British constitution is regarded as unique among
the constitutions of the world. What are the main
characteristics of Britain's peculiar constitutional
arrangements? How has the British constitution
altered in response to the changing nature of its state
- from England, to Britain, to the United Kingdom?
What impact has the UK's developing relations with
the European Union caused? These are some of the
questions that Martin Loughlin addresses in this Very
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Short Introduction. As a constitution, it is one that has
grown organically in response to changes in the
economic, political, and social environment, and
which is not contained in a single authoritative text.
By considering the nature and authority of the current
British constitution, and placing it in the context of
others, Loughlin considers how the traditional idea of
a constitution came to be retained, what problems
have been generated as a result of adapting a
traditional approach in a modern political world,
looking at what the future prospects for the British
constitution are. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject
area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to
get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new
ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.

The Secret History of the Jersey Devil
Going all the way back to the time of George
Washington, much of what we see and hear in the
political world consists of lies and deceptions. Despite
assurances to the contrary, politics is not about truth,
justice, and principle. It is about money, power, and
status. As astute political commentator Ben Ginsberg
convincingly demonstrates, politicians habitually lie,
pretending to fight for principles, in order to conceal
their true selfish motives. Citizens who need the
frequent injunctions to participate in politics and
abjure political cynicism are likely to be duped into
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contributing their tax dollars and even their lives for
dubious purposes. Most individuals gain little from
political participation. Participants are the foot
soldiers of political warfare, but even if their side is
victorious, they receive few of the spoils of war. Thus,
in this new political season, Ginsberg encourages
citizens to think outside the (ballot) box, finding new
ways to act on behalf of their interests and the public
good. But if they do vote, their motto should be when
in doubt vote them out. The elections of 2008 are a
good time to begin.

We the People and Faultlines
Although war is terrible and brutal, history shows that
it has been a great driver of human progress. So
argues political scientist Benjamin Ginsberg in this
incisive, well-researched study of the benefits to
civilization derived from armed conflict. Ginsberg
makes a convincing case that war selects for and
promotes certain features of societies that are
generally held to represent progress. These include
rationality, technological and economic development,
and liberal forms of government. Contrary to common
perceptions that war is the height of irrationality,
Ginsberg persuasively demonstrates that in fact it is
the ultimate test of rationality. He points out that
those societies best able to assess threats from
enemies rationally and objectively are usually the
survivors of warfare. History also clearly reveals the
technological benefits that result from war—ranging
from the sundial to nuclear power. And in regard to
economics, preparation for war often spurs on
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economic development; by the same token, nations
with economic clout in peacetime usually have a huge
advantage in times of war. Finally, war and the threat
of war have encouraged governments to become
more congenial to the needs and wants of their
citizens because of the increasing reliance of
governments on their citizens’ full cooperation in
times of war. However deplorable the realities of war
are, the many fascinating examples and astute
analysis in this thought-provoking book will make
readers reconsider the unmistakable connection
between war and progress.

How the Jews Defeated Hitler
Sequences of shapes added together provide a stepby-step demonstration of how to draw all types of
people doing a variety of activities.

America's State Governments
Emphasizing the relevance of politics and government
in everyday life, We the People provides tools to help
students think critically about American government
and politics. The Sixth Edition has been carefully
updated to reflect most recent developments,
including the ongoing conflict in Iraq and the 2006
midterm elections. Complemented by a rich package
of multimedia tools for instructors and students,
including a new video-clip DVD, We the People is now
more pedagogically effective than ever.
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